TRACER WIRE
CONNECTION STATIONS
USABLUEBOOK PART #31074
(LIGHT-DUTY)
USABLUEBOOK PART #31076
(CONCRETE/DRIVEWAY)
USABLUEBOOK PART #31078
(ROADWAY)

TRACER WIRE - PLACE WIRE DIRECTLY ABOVE THE MIDDLE OF THE DUCT BANK NO SLACK COILS

SLOPE DUCT BANK UP AT BUILDING PENETRATION
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UNDERGROUND DUCT BANK

SLOPE DUCT BANK UP AT BUILDING PENETRATION

LINK SEAL SHALL BE PROVIDED AT WALL PENETRATIONS AS APPLICABLE

PROVIDE MEANS TO PREVENT WATER FROM ENTERING BUILDING AND/ OR SEAL CONDUIT INTERNALS AND SEAL BUILDING PENETRATIONS
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ELECTRICAL CONDUIT BLDG PENETRATION
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